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Wesserling Parc
General History of the Site
The history of the site dates back to 1699 when a hunting lodge was constructed for the
Prince-Abbot of Murbach, Philippe Eberhard von Lowenstein. Built on elevated ground, atop
an ancient glacial moraine, this first château occupied a strategic position on the commercial
route between Le Havre and Basel, not far from the silver mines of Moosch. The first gardens
were laid way below the building, on terraces.
The textile history of the site began in 1762 with the installation of the first block-printing
workshops at the château by the company MM Sandherr Courageot et Cie. Production
focused on the manufacture of indiennes, cotton fabrics printed with colourful exotic motifs.
The proximity of fresh water from the River Thur, the availability of a workforce from neighbouring
villages and adjacent meadows where cotton fabrics could be hung to dry and workshops
could be extended provided the perfect conditions for construction of the first factory.
The construction of the first mechanical spinning machine on site in 1802 marked a turning
point. Activities moved beside the River Thur. The site became the property of the Gros and
Roman families, Swiss Protestant entrepreneurs who turned Wesserling into a micro-society.
Social amenities were set up (church, school for workers’ children, free doctor, etc.) and the
buildings multiplied (villa for foremen, outbuildings, industrial buildings, etc.).
The textile printing works reached their peak in 1862, with more than 6000 workers employed
on site. The château became a residence for the bosses and was enlarged. The garden was
modified, the upper terraces simplified and the regular gardens allocated to vegetable and
fruit cultivation. Greenhouses were erected against the terrace walls. Jacques Gabriel Gros
was passionate about gardens and he instigated the creation of the English park, inspired
by the Bois de Boulogne.
The “reign” of the two families lasted until 1933, when the “printing” sector was purchased by
the entrepreneur Marcel Boussac. He chose not to live on site and divided the château into
several apartments for the senior managers of the factory. The gardens were gradually given
over to vegetable cultivation, particularly after the war when aerial photos show the regular
garden totally divided up into workers’ gardens.
The property was purchased in 1986 by the Conseil Général du Haut-Rhin and the first
restoration works began.
The Textile Museum first opened its doors in 1996 and the Park and its château were listed
as a Historic Monument (Monument Historique) by decree on 16 February 1998.
The Wesserling Printing Factory finally closed its doors in 2003 and the first Festival of Mixed
Gardens took possession of the gardens.
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Gardens
Recognised as a “Remarkable Garden” in 2005, Wesserling Park offers 5 complementary
zones in an area of more than 17 hectares: vegetable gardens, the regular garden, the
Mediterranean terraces, the English park and the country park.
The Association de Gestion et d’Animation du Parc Textile de Wesserling was founded in
1998. This association manages the gardens as well as the Textile Museum and the Grande
Chaufferie. It has adopted a proactive policy of events and garden restoration, particularly
by opening up the site to contemporary art.
It was in this spirit that the Festival of Mixed Gardens was launched, aiming to increase
public awareness of the art of gardens and to invite current generations to look back into
their own history.
In parallel to this annual event, the restoration of different areas of the Park continues, based
on a study dating from 2000 and aiming to highlight the unique characteristics of each
space.

Textile Museum
The museum is housed in a factory building which was formerly used for block printing.
The museum presents the history of Wesserling by means of a historical journey and costumed
dramatizations in a space dedicated to textiles.
It also aims to widen discourse through exhibitions on textile art in general.
The temporary exhibition programme varies each year and gives visitors an opportunity to
discover various technical and traditional aspects of textile art.
Some examples from the programme:
2015 : • The Alsace Company DMC,
Internationally-Recognised
Producer of Threads
• Prints of Africa – Made in Alsace
• Mang’Attitude – The World of Manga
• The Textile Manipulations of Juliette Eckel
2013 : • Flamenco Colours
• Re-Creation: Art and Recycling
• Natural Weft (Textile Art)
• Exhibition of Patchworks

©C. Camillieri
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Grande Chaufferie
The Grande Chaufferie is the former thermal power plant for the site. This space is full of
emotion and history, embodied by a profusion of pipes and gigantic furnaces.
Guided tours are held every Sunday from April to October and every day in high season.
Visitors are invited to follow the path of the coal, climbing up from the car park via a
long footbridge to the top of the Chaufferie more than 15 metres above the ground, then
descending via an amazing zigzagged journey among the pipes and cast iron tanks.
As a space dedicated to contemporary art, the Grande Chaufferie hosts a wide variety of
artworks, produced in situ or inspired by the world of industry and textiles.

©Vincent Voegtlin

©Catherine Kohler

©Michel Laurent
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Stories Supporting the Theme
This annexe provides full versions of a number of philosophical tales of the samurai, the basis
of this year’s theme. You will also find an illustrated summary of the two manga stories featuring
the Japanese Princesses.
These texts will help you to imagine the different worlds traversed by the protagonists and
the atmospheres you could recreate in your gardens. They aim to supplement the succinct
summaries provided in the specifications.

The Arrows of the Mori
(from Contes des Sages Samouraïs, Pascal Fauliot, Edition Seuil)

				

At the twilight of his life, Motonari, the chief of the Mori clan, one of
the great strategists of his time, gathered together his three sons.
He drew three arrows from a quiver and gave one to each of them.
He asked them to break them. Snap snap snap, the three shafts of
bamboo easily bent and splintered in the hands of the samurai.
The father drew out three more arrows and tied them together with
a blade of straw. He held out the bundle to one of his sons and
ordered him to break it. Despite all his efforts, even making use of
his knee, the bamboo resisted. The sheaf of arrows was passed from
hand to hand, from eldest to youngest, without any being able to
break it.
Observing the aggrieved faces of his sons, the chief of the clan
emitted a little mocking laugh and declared: “I hope that you will
never forget this lesson. If you stay united, our clan will survive, but
if you divide, it will perish.”

The Cherry Tree Branch
(from Contes des Sages Samouraïs, Pascal Fauliot, Edition Seuil)
Study the art of poetry. It would be shameful for a samurai to have neither the sensibility nor
the aptitude for this art.
Code of Conduct of the Odawara Hojo Clan
A powerful daimyo was travelling with his retinue. Along the way, he stopped at the manor
house of one of his vassals. He was of course received with all honours. Following a sumptuous
meal accompanied by the very best sake, the lord took a tour of the garden. He spent time
contemplating the cherry trees in bloom but was particularly struck by the subtle sense of
harmony that he felt in the garden as a whole. There was not a single flaw in taste to be found.
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He complimented the master of the manor for such refinement, but the latter replied:
“Sire, I do not deserve it. My wife is responsible for the garden.”
The daimyo therefore congratulated the wife and had the pleasure of conversing with her on
the principles of floral arrangement, the sense of rhythm, the proportions, the balance between
full and empty, the symbolism; in fact they conversed on everything related to the rules of such
a delicate art.
At the moment of departure, the lord bid farewell to his hosts and asked permission to cut a
branch of a cherry tree to decorate his palanquin. The husband consented and escorted his
suzerain to a tree in bloom, but the wife caught up with them. She placed herself between the
daimyo and the cherry tree.
“I beg you, Sire, please don’t cut the branch!”
“And why not?!” asked the lord aggressively, visibly incensed. Everyone was taken aback. What
an insult! This refusal was unimaginable, this offense unpardonable! The atmosphere suddenly
became oppressive, the tension was unbearable. The vassal was seized with a sense of
anguish; he already saw himself in disgrace, obliged to perform
seppuku.
But the wife finally broke the silence and a poem blossomed from
her lips:

If you take away
The branch from the cherry tree
Then where will the nightingale
Perch to sing
When the springtime comes again?
The daimyo turned away with a smile. A fragrant breeze blew in
and refreshed the garden. The encounter was over. The wife of the
samurai had reprimanded her lord. But, good prince that he was, he left the manor reciting
her verses.
The following year, in spring, the lord was sent a gift by the carer of the garden. It was
a kakemono on which a famous artist had painted a cherry tree branch in bloom and
calligraphed the poem.

The Challenge of Flowers for Tea
(from Contes des Sages Samouraïs, Pascal Fauliot, Edition Seuil)
Taikō Hideyoshi had an extravagant passion for the tea ceremony, which he had inherited
from his lord, Odu Nobunaga. When his lord died, Hideyoshi took his tea master into his own
service. This was the famous Sen no Rikyu, who left a lasting imprint on this incomparable Way.
More than a mere patron, the Regent showed himself to be an illuminated mentor who even
took a wry pleasure in challenging the great master so that he would keep pushing the limits
of his art.
One day Hideyoshi invited Rikyu to come and officiate. He gave him a gold cup with a wide
mouth and a flowering plum branch for the chabana, the tea ceremony flower arrangement.
Impatient to discover how the master would respond to this challenge, the taikō attended the
ceremony with a slight smile on his lips.
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When the tea pavilion was ready, the Regent entered and approached the tokonoma, the
alcove where, beneath the kakemono, the chabana was placed. The plum branch, partially
picked of its flowers, rested beside the cup which was itself placed
in such a way as to catch a ray of sun. The cup was filled with water,
in which floated the pink petals, transfigured by golden reflections,
which in turn cast flames on the calligraphy. Hideyoshi found the
arrangement very beautiful and congratulated Rikyu.
It is said that on this day the custom of floating petals in a vase
was born.

When the bowl is served
With the water steeped
In the limitless depths of the mind
That is the real tea ceremony!
Toyotomi Hideyoshi

The Insulted Samurai
An old samurai had dedicated himself to teaching his art to the young. He was famous for his
wisdom and rumour had it that he was able to defeat any adversary.
One day a warrior arrived who was known for his provocation technique. He waited until
his adversary made the first movement and, gifted with a rare intelligence to profit from his
opponent’s errors, he counter-attacked at the speed of lightning. This young warrior had
never lost a contest. As he knew the reputation of the old samurai, he came to vanquish him
and attain his glory. The old master accepted the challenge.
They gathered on a square and all the students came to encourage their master. The young
warrior began to insult his adversary, then threw stones and spat in his face. For hours, he did
everything to provoke the master, who remained impassive.
At nightfall, feeling exhausted and humiliated, the warrior
withdrew.
Vexed at having seen their master accepting so many insults
and provocations, the students questioned him:
“How could you bear such humiliation? Why did you not use
your sword to defend yourself?”
“If someone offers you a gift and you do not accept, to
whom does the gift belong?” asked the old samurai.
“To the one who wanted to give it?” suggested one of his
disciples.
“Exactly. And that also applies to anger and insults,” said the
master. “When they are not accepted, they always belong
to the person who carries them in his heart.”
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The Samurai and the Willow
The samurai Matsudeira owned a magnificent
weeping willow with silver leaves which grew in his
garden. One day, for no apparent reason, his wife
fell gravely ill and died. Shortly afterwards, his son
broke his leg. Matsudeira wondered if the willow
was the cause of these accidents. But instead of
felling it, he offered it to his neighbour, Inabata, who
accepted immediately.
One morning, Inabata was surprised to see a woman
of marvellous beauty leaning against the trunk of
the willow.
Inabata was a childless widower. He asked the
ravishing creature to follow him to his modest home.
Some time later, entranced, he asked for her hand
in marriage. The following year she gave birth to a delightful young boy whom they named
Yanagi, the willow. The family lived happily for five years.
But then one of the columns supporting the temple of Sanjusangendo collapsed. The daimyo
consulted the priests. They told him that he must make reparation with the help of the trunk of a
willow. They would need a tall wide willow to support the temple. He was told that such a tree
grew in the garden of his vassal Inabata. He decided to have the tree felled and transported
to the temple.
Learning of his intention, Inabata went to find his wife to tell her about his concerns. She said
to him: “I have a confession to make to you my dear friend. You never asked me how I came to
you. I am the soul of the willow. When you welcomed me into your home, I felt immense gratitude
to you. We are now married. We have a child. Now I know that I must die as you cannot disobey
your lord. Farewell.” The woman advanced towards the tree and disappeared into the foliage.
The woodcutters arrived and felled the tree, ignoring the supplications of the unhappy
Inabata. The willow now lay on the ground. It only needed to be transported. They tried to
lift it without success. The tree resisted as if it was stuck to the ground. The woodcutters went
to search for reinforcements, but the tree would not move. Three hundred men were called to
help; the willow still did not move an inch.
The young Yanagi approached the willow, caressed the leaves and simply whispered: “Come.”
He seized a branch. Pulled by his tiny hand, the tree yielded to the gentle prayer and followed
the child to the temple.
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The Art of the Sword according to the Oral Tradition of the Ken
(Jacques Normand)
Remove your spirit from your sword, from your hands.
Do not forget that your legs accompany your hips
And that with your arms alone, you are only an old windmill
Turning in the wind with its white wings.
If your blade, your hands and your entire body
Are a single atom vibrating in space,
Advance on the one in the middle of the path,
Who too calmly awaits an easy victory.
Suddenly he will feel the ice of your sword
Penetrate, melting his sombre idea of glory.
Liberate your spirit from everything that constrains it
That it might have the purity of water in a lake of jade!
Just like a mirror, it will capture the sombre
Thoughts which tarnish the soul of the enemy.
See them drawn clearly like the shadow
Of the pine projected by the moon on the shōji.
Immobile and powerful, like Mount Fuji,
Age peacefully, imitate the sleeping cat
And be ready to leap like a powerful spring!
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Princess Mononoke
(Animated film by Hayao Miyazaki, released in July 1997)
Characters:

San, Princess Mononoke			Ashitaka				Lady Eboshi
Iconic places:

The forges of Lady Eboshi			

The forest of Shishigami

The wolf goddess Moro
			
The deer god		
The kodama, small
											 spirits of the forest
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Plot
Injured by a demon of the forest, Ashitaka leaves his village to discover the reason for his
affliction and find a remedy.
Along the way, he discovers a place where a merciless war is taking place between the gods
of the forest, protectors of its permanence and magic, and Lady Eboshi’s village of forges,
where outsiders search for a better life and prosper through metal work which condemns the
environment around them.
It is the battle of tradition and ancestral myths against the expanding industrial world. That of
nature against man’s frenetic race towards progress.
The culmination of the story arrives at the moment when the deer god appears, returning from
his nocturnal wanderings, and resumes his diurnal form.
A compromise is made after the death of the deer god and his resurrection in the form of a
reinvented nature.
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The Tale of the Princess Kaguya
(Animated film by Studio Ghibli produced by Isao Takahata)
Characters

Princess Kaguya				

The parents (Okina and Ôna)

Sutemaru

Iconic places

Bamboo forest 		

Traditional dwellings		

District in the medieval town

Precious kimono fabrics / Traditional make-up for women / Koto (musical instrument) / Calligraphy
/ Japanese Zen garden / Buddhism
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Plot
One day, when Okina is cutting down bamboo in the forest, he discovers a little girl inside a
bamboo stalk and takes her home with him. He and his wife raise her in their traditional home in
the Japanese countryside; she grows up into a happy and independent young girl who falls
in love with Sutemaru, a poor young boy from a coal merchant family.
As she grows up, she becomes more and more beautiful and her parents believe that she
deserves better than their simple dwelling. They move into a luxury house in the town and pay
for a tutor to teach her Japanese arts and good manners.
Attracting the attention of several noble men but unable to decide to marry, she sets her
pretenders impossible challenges: to bring her mythical objects, each more precious and
elegant than the last. All the men fail but the young girl’s reputation reaches the ears of the
emperor, who asks for her hand in marriage. Her refusal is unacceptable! He tries to take her by
force. She only escapes him through an act of magic, thus revealing her non-human nature and
triggering her return to the celestial beings of the Moon, her star of origin.
To her great despair as well as that of her parents, the inhabitants of the celestial body
descend in a procession to look for her and separate her forever from those who loved her for
all those years.
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Detailed Maps of Plots for
the Festival
General View of the Park
•• Map of the Park ••
Wesserling Park is a mosaic site which comprises:
• Commercial activities: business premises along the River Thur, factory outlets, an artist’s 		
pavilion and a farm shop.
• Social services: crèche, restaurants, music school.
• Accommodation (individual houses and small communal houses).
•  Heritage spaces: museum, Grande Chaufferie and gardens.
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•• Map of the Gardens ••
The gardens of Wesserling have been classified as a “Remarkable Garden” since 2005. There
are 5 different gardens:
• Regular garden
• Mediterranean terraces
• English park
• Vegetable gardens
• Country park
The plots for the Festival are located in the first 3 garden spaces.
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The Regular Garden
•• General Description ••
The regular garden has a geometric design and includes the following elements:
• Central pond. The only one on site which still contains water.
• Central and perpendicular beds formed of areas of lawn containing
goblet-shaped fruit trees.
• 4 large lawn plots of around 600 m² each. Each contains a large cone-shaped yew tree.
Stone walls border on to the vegetable gardens and the Mediterranean terraces and have
rose bushes planted at their foot.
The regular garden is the largest area of the Park, where viewpoints are particularly important.
The works proposed for this space must be monumental, so that they are visible from a distance
and occupy the entire space available in the plots.

Jardin régulier, Festival 2008, ©A. Maadi
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•• Plot JR1 ••
Plot situated immediately at the entrance of the regular garden, offering views over the two
stone walls bordering it, one of which supports a sundial. The plot is completely level and
features a yew tree in one corner and a rose tree towards the centre.
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JR1 - Parcelle à nu, les buis ont été arrachés à l’automne 2017
(attaqués par la Pyrale du buis)

« Nos amis les voisins », N. Houdin et J. Rinn,
Festival 2014

« Jardin aqua sans terre, jardin aqua l’envers »,
P. Lepreux et E. Riedel, Festival 2007

« Kiouni, l’éléphant grandeur nature », Déambulons,
Festival 2016

« Le village d’indiennes », M. Perrichet,
Festival 2015
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••Plot JR2 called “of the Magnolia” ••
The main characteristic of this plot is the presence of a majestic magnolia in one corner. You
can incorporate this into your design if you wish or ignore it given that it is on the edge of
the plot and that it creates its own little space where visitors like to picnic in the shade of its
branches.
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JR2 - Parcelle à nu, les buis ont été arrachés à l’automne 2017
(attaqués par la Pyrale du buis)

« L’ombrière », A. Finez et J. Blanquet,
Festival 2015

« Sur les pas de Gulliver », M. Du Manoir,
Festival 2013

« Le souffle du potiron », J. Berbin et C. Baerwanger,
Festival 2010

« KUBUS resort », P. Bercet,
Festival 2011
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•• Plot JR3 ••
For the Festival of 2017, with the theme “Journey to the Centre of the Earth”, this plot is
occupied by a very beautiful textile volcano with a bamboo structure. The textile coverings
(geotextiles, hessian, climbing ropes, etc.) will be removed but the bamboo structure can be
used again as the basis for another construction and be transformed for next year’s festival.
Its “origami-like” appearance may provide a source of inspiration.
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JR3 - Parcelle à nu, les buis ont été arrachés à l’automne 2017
(attaqués par la Pyrale du buis)

« La Porte de Saknussem », F. Rich, Y. Hirano et F. Piednoir
Festival 2017

« Jeu déraille », Equipes du Parc,
Festival 2016

« Jour de vacances, le jardin avance »,
S. Grillet et J.-M. Bullet, Festival 2004

« Farandole de Tourne-sols », J.-Y. Blind, B. Gorisse,
S. Lévèque et X.Rolais, Festival 2008
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•• Plot JR4 ••
The plot contains a large footbridge rising to 1.8 metres above the ground in the southwest
section.
This footbridge has been present for two consecutive years and offers a good viewpoint over
all the gardens. However, if you would like to re-use it, it must be given a new look (work on
the colour, on the shape of the safety ramp, playing with the posts, with its integration into the
plot, basis for the interior of an animal… the possibilities are endless).
This plot also contains two swings which are used solely during the summer period.
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JR4 - Parcelle à nu, les buis ont été arrachés à l’automne 2017
(attaqués par la Pyrale du buis)

« Les mains tissent le jardin »,
G. Maudeux et A. Phillipot, Festival 2013

« La boîte d’aquarelles », H. Péchoux,
Festival 2007

« Wesserling’steamer », Equipes du Parc,
Festival 2016

« Jardin renversé », M. Germain et L. Ruccolo
Festival 2017
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Mediterranean Terraces
•• General Description ••
The Mediterranean terraces are formed of three different levels, themselves connecting to
other raised or sloping sections.
From top to bottom, these are:
•
Upper terrace or château terrace.
•
Intermediary terrace: A long thin band occupied by beds of irises, hemerocallis and 		
peonies at the foot of trained fruit trees and bordered by a gravel path with potted
orangery plants (citrus, oleander and camellia). This terrace is directly connected to a
very small plot planted with beds of perennials and currently occupied by an artwork
of a large kangaroo. The Park team has built a promontory to provide a viewpoint over
the plot situated below (T2).
•
Lower terrace: This contains two large sequoias and three immense hollies. The southern
edge of this terrace (connected to the regular garden) is bordered by gigantic
rhododendron bushes. A sloping space lies below this terrace, extending from the herb
alley in the vegetable gardens. Adjacent to the English park there is an intimate space,
known as the grotto, which can be occupied by a snapshot project.
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•• Plot T2 ••
This terrace has a surface area of approx. 450 m² and descends in a slight slope towards the
vegetable gardens, providing a space of expression linked to the view over the herb alley. The
plot is barely visible from the regular garden but can be seen from plot T1 via the wooden
promontory. It is a good idea to take advantage of this high perspective to propose a plot
with different levels of perception.
On its lower side, the terrace is bordered by a low wall where visitors like to sit and provides
direct access to the lower terrace via a flight of steps.
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T2 - Parcelle à nu

« Le rêve de Philéas Fogg », F. Cannavacciuolo et H. Munsch, Festival 2016

« La cabane Tea time »,
Les collectionneuses, Festival 2014

« Débats de cochenilles et propos de garance »,
M. Lafon, Festival 2007

« Chercher le chemin », L. Yendell,
Festival 2006
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•• Plot TChateau ••
The upper terrace is a vast space occupied by two ancient fountains, inside which blue
and white perennials are planted.
There are 2 structures made from willow branches, reminiscent of an old “joliette”, a type of
conservatory, built against the façade of the château.
This space is level and very sunny (so very hot in summer) and is a real prime location,
visible from the regular garden and offering a viewpoint over all the gardens. The château
façade forms part of the terrace space and can serve to support part of the design. This
plot is usually the
culmination of visitors’
journeys of discovery
through the Park
and must therefore
be astonishing and
surprising.
The exterior space
communicates directly
with two rooms inside
the château which
can be decorated
to your liking, giving
you the option of
occupying both
external and internal
spaces and creating
a varied journey of
discovery for visitors.
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TChâteau - Parcelle à nu

« Les plantes voyageuses », C. Baas, Festival 2016

« Coupez-décollez », Les jardiniers nomades,
Festival 2015

« Arène rouge », Atelier de la comète,
Festival 2014
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•• The grotto ••
The grotto is constructed from large pieces of granite, reminiscent of the moraine on which the
château stands. This is a small shallow and enclosed space which engages the imagination.
The surrounding area comprises a bed of perennials with large leaves on a granite rockery.
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« Le projet PHILEAS », Les Fujak,
Festival 2016
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English Park
This area of the gardens is characterised by the presence of large trees which offer fresh
shade during the hot days of summer. The perimeter is occupied by barefoot paths.
The English park is composed of two distinct sections:
•   The upper zone is situated on the same level as the upper terrace of the château. The
ground is fairly level. This zone also contains the former laundry and an ancient pond which
       has been filled. A labyrinth of willow occupies the area next to the east wing of the château.
• The lower zone has a large sloping lawn and is bordered by large trees which create the
atmosphere of a grove.
The English park does not offer specific plots for the Festival. Designs are constructed using
the many successive works which have occupied these different spaces.
This can be a source of inspiration for designers who should feel free to propose any kind of
occupation of this space.
The map aims to offer a brief synopsis of the structures in place today, which may be reused
or transformed.
• “biorotating” becomes the island game with the basket
• giant nests
• up and down spiral gardens
• sleeping giant
• fantasy vessel

« La cabane cocon », Séverine Cadier et Jean-Yves Béhothéguy, Festival 2010 à 2017
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Parc à l’anglaise, partie basse, vue panoramique

« Le géant endormi », Equipes du Parc,
Festival 2013

« La biorotative Tournemousse », G. Früh,
Festival 2008

« Le vaisseau imaginaire », G. et M. Schubotz,
Festival 2016

« Cache-cache couleur », S. Ligonnet et E. Thomas,
Festival 2005
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